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Home Affairs 

House of Commons Written Answer 

Care Homes: Food 
Andrew Gwynne [20466] To ask the Secretary of State for Health, what assessment he 
has made of the nutritional adequacy of food provided by private care homes. 

Alistair Burt: The law requires that care homes must meet the nutritional and 
hydration needs of service users, including any reasonable requirements for food 
and hydration arising from their preferences or religious or cultural backgrounds. 
The Care Quality Commission has a range of enforcement powers it can use to 
ensure that providers of health and adult social care services comply with their 
legal responsibilities. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2015-12-16/20466/  
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Israel 

Westminster Hall Debate 

Child Prisoners and Detainees: Occupied Palestinian Territories 
col 77WH  Sarah Champion: … In June 2012, a delegation of leading British lawyers 
published a report on children held in Israeli military custody. … [it] found that Israel was 
in breach of six of its legal obligations under the UN convention on the rights of the child 
and two obligations under the fourth Geneva convention. The report also concluded that 
if allegations of abuse referred to the delegation were true, Israel would also be in breach 
of the absolute prohibition against cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 
Eight months after the UK report was published, UNICEF released its own assessment of 
the military detention system for children. … [this] oncluded that, “the ill-treatment of 
children who come in contact with the military detention system appears to be 
widespread, systematic and institutionalized throughout the process, from the moment of 
arrest until the child’s prosecution and eventual conviction and sentencing”. …  
… British officials have raised a number of specific issues with their Israeli counterparts, 
including the use of painful plastic ties to restrain children, arresting children in the middle 
of the night in terrifying military raids, and the mandatory use of  audiovisual  recording of  
 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-12-16/20466/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-12-16/20466/
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all interrogations. In response to these interventions, the Israeli military issued standard 
operating procedures for the use of restraints and introduced a pilot study to use 
summonses instead of night-time arrests. However, in February 2015, UNICEF issued an 
update to its original report and noted that allegations of “alleged ill-treatment of children 
during arrest, transfer, interrogation and detention have not significantly decreased in 
2013 and 2014”. 
col 78WH  The disparity between the two legal systems includes, for example, a 
maximum period of detention without charge of 40 days for an Israeli child and 188 days 
for a Palestinian child. …  

 

Louise Ellman: … does she accept the context in which these situations occur is an 
organised campaign conducted by the Palestinian authorities of incitement, to try to 
provoke young Palestinians to carry out acts of violence towards other civilians, some of 
which result in death, including the death of young children? 

 

Sarah Champion: … this debate is about the different treatment of Palestinian and 
Israeli children, and the breach of human rights and international law. … 

 

Guto Bebb:… did not UNICEF … highlight alleged human rights abuses of minors in the 
UK who were arrested during the 2011 London riots? 

 

Sarah Champion: … I am talking specifically about detention of Palestinian children. … 
 

col 79WH  Andrew Percy: … will she comment on the failure of the Palestinian Authority 
to work with the Israeli authorities on the west bank on alternatives to detention? … the 
difficulty of arresting people during the day instead of the night is that it has led to deaths 
and riots. The authorities are operating in a very difficult context. 

 

Sarah Champion: … There is a role for the British Government to work with both sides, 
and I accept that there are failings on both sides. However, the reason for riots when 
children have been arrested during the day is largely the inhumane treatment of those 
children. … 

 

Andy Slaughter: … Israeli children are subject to the rule of law; Palestinian children are 
not. …  

 

col 80WH  Sarah Champion: … Perhaps most disturbing is the fact that the reports of 
physical abuse—consisting mainly of punching, kicking, position abuse and slapping, but 
in some cases also including more serious allegations, such as of being mauled by dogs 
and receiving electric shocks—are now higher in number than they were in 2013. 
… since June 1967 about 95,000 Palestinian children have been detained by the Israeli 
military. Of those, 59,000 are likely to have been physically abused in one way or 
another. …  
… the Israeli military have but one mission in Palestine—to guarantee the protection of 
nearly 600,000 Israeli civilians living in illegal settlements in East Jerusalem and the west 
bank … To achieve their mission, the military must engage in a strategy of mass 
intimidation and collective punishment of the Palestinian population, or risk the eviction of 
the settlers. … 

 

col 81WH  Louise Haigh: Does my hon. Friend share my concern about British 
companies, such as G4S, that are operating prison facilities and illegally detaining 
Palestinian children in Israel, and about movements by the UK Government to stop local 
authorities divesting from companies that are committing atrocities in the occupied 
territories? 

 

Sarah Champion: That is a very real concern …  
 

Andrew Percy: The allegation is that Israel is attempting, through various processes, to 
annex the west bank, but the imposition of civil Israeli law on the west bank would be an 
annexation of the west bank. It is a standard rule under UN provisions that an occupying 
force uses military laws and justice. Any attempt to implement the Israeli legal system 
would be an annexation of the west bank. …  

 

col 82WH  Sarah Champion: … There is an unfortunate UK link when it comes to those 
prisons  …  our own  G4S  is  providing  services  to  the   prisons  that   hold  Palestinian  
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detainees following their unlawful transfer from the west bank …  
 

Peter Dowd: “My hands were tied in front of me, so I kept reaching up to pull the 
blindfold off, but the soldiers kept pulling my hands down to stop me. I just wanted to go 
home to my dad.” That was a nine-year-old. Does my hon. Friend agree that if that 
behaviour happened in any of our constituencies, we would be outraged? …  

 

Ian Austin: As I understand it, the age of legal responsibility in Israel and Palestine is 12. 
A nine-year-old could not be detained—they just could not. It does not happen. 

 

col 83WH  Sarah Champion: I completely understand my hon. Friend’s incredulity, but 
unfortunately it does happen.  
The transfer of detainees en masse from occupied territory … is a war crime. … The 
fourth Geneva convention makes it clear that the UK has a positive legal obligation to 
search for persons accused of committing grave breaches of the convention, regardless 
of their nationality, and to ensure that if such persons enter the UK, they are arrested and 
prosecuted with all speed. That is why I recommend that in order to begin to fulfil our 
legal obligations, we must establish and maintain a watch list of all known war crime 
suspects, whoever they may be. … As a nation, we must send a strong message that we 
will no longer tolerate the commission of war crimes on such an industrial scale … 

 

col 84WH  John Howell: … The context for the debate is the level of incitement against 
the state of Israel from the Palestinian territories. Both Israel and the Palestinians are 
legally bound to abstain from incitement and hostile propaganda in accordance with the 
Oslo agreement and the 2003 road map, which called on all Palestinian institutions to 
end incitement against Israel. The Palestinian Authority’s failure to deliver on its 
commitment to end incitement and hate education explicitly undermines the principles 
and conditions on which the peace process is built. …  
col 85WH  We are being unfairly selective against Israel, when we should focus our 
attention on the Saudi execution of minors. The point should also be made that the 
Palestinian Authority are responsible for human rights violations in the west bank … In 
2014—according to a Palestinian non-governmental organisation, so the figures are 
independent—some 2,500 Palestinian children in the west bank had been arrested by 
the Palestinian Authority. …  
Of the 81 Palestinian children whom the NGO had identified and provided legal aid to in 
2014, almost half had suffered some form of physical violence at the hands of Palestinian 
police and security forces …  

 

Andrew Percy: … Does he share my concern about the container of children’s dolls that 
was headed for the Palestinian territories? … Each doll is dressed up, has a rock in its 
hand and has messages saying, “Jerusalem is ours” and “We are coming for Jerusalem” 
on it. A child with a rock in its hand—how on earth are we ever going to get peace 
between these two peoples when children are incited from a young age into committing 
what are, quite often, very serious acts of violence that have resulted in death? …  

 

col 86WH  Bob Stewart: Is not the nub of the problem the fact that there are two legal 
systems operating and they are not equalised? If a child happens to be Israeli, they are 
treated much more fairly than if they happen to be Palestinian. … 

 

John Howell: No, the nub of this issue is that Palestinian incitement continues. … 
 

col 87WH  Andy Slaughter: … the differential treatment between Israeli children in 
settlements—settlements that are illegal under international law, as this Government 
recognise—and Palestinian children is symptomatic of the apartheid regime that exists 
on the west bank and in the Occupied Palestinian Territories. … 
I urge the Minister … not just to go through the motions of protesting to the Israeli 
authorities, but to take some action and to be very clear that Britain, internationally, will 
not stand for this treatment of children. …  

 

Bob Stewart: … Without doubt, modern Israel has been forged and inspired by what 
happened in the holocaust. Obviously, its foundation goes back far beyond that, but to 
my mind its inspiration is the  fact  that  Jews  from across the  world have  and can find a  
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safe refuge there where they will never be persecuted. …  
For Jews, the state of Israel is thus their ultimate sanctuary and insurance policy should 
they feel a need for it. We all understand that. Israel is also a real democracy, in a region 
where the majority popular writ is not greatly seen in many Governments. … 

 

Gregory Campbell: … Does he agree with me that part of the nub of the problem is that 
in the middle east there is still a belief among some that peace will only come with the 
utter annihilation of the state of Israel? 

 

col 88WH  Bob Stewart: Yes, I accept that point. Of course there is that belief among 
some people. It is wrong. It should not happen. …  
I understand and accept that legally applying civil law to Palestinians in the west bank 
would be tantamount to unlawful annexation of the area. I agree with that point but, when 
dealing with civilians, both civil and military laws should be equalised so that children—
whether they Jewish or Palestinian—are treated equally.  
… when I commanded British forces in Bosnia … I witnessed what were clearly crimes 
against humanity. … It saddens me to make an analogy … the way Palestinian children 
are dealt with in the west bank has some disturbing similarities with what I witnessed 
happening to children in the Balkans. … 

 

col 89WH  Guto Bebb: I find my hon. Friend’s comments frankly disgraceful in view of 
the murder of 10,000 people in Srebrenica simply because they were Muslim. To make 
that comparison is unworthy. 

 

Bob Stewart: … I disagree. I am not making a comparison with Srebrenica. 
 

Guto Bebb: You just did. 
 

Bob Stewart: No, I am not making a comparison with Srebrenica. I was there; you 
weren’t. … 

 

Lisa Cameron: … psychological research shows that children, particularly young 
children, are prone to suggestibility when interrogated under pressure, which makes it 
more likely that confessions or evidence given in such circumstances will be unreliable if 
the child is not treated as a vulnerable witness and accordingly given full rights. … 

 

Ian Austin: As a psychologist, will the hon. Lady comment on the likely impact on 
children of the Palestinian Authority’s glorification of terrorists who have murdered 
Israelis, presenting them as role models? What is the likely impact on children of 
Palestinian schools using textbooks that glorify violence and of countless examples of 
hatred and anti-Semitism being promoted on children’s television programmes on official 
Palestinian Authority TV in the west bank? 

 

col 90WH  Dr Cameron: I thank the hon. Gentleman for his intervention. I have already 
spoken in other debates, including a debate on child soldiers, about children’s 
vulnerability to influence, which is a concern where children, in any context across the 
world, may be affected by influences that promote violence. …  

 

David Jones: … We have already heard about the two UNICEF reports, which 
concluded that Israel is in significant breach of its duties in Palestine. Those reports were 
supported by the report of United Kingdom jurists, which was funded and sponsored by 
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. It is therefore missing the point for hon. Members 
to suggest that there is fault on both sides. …  
col 91WH  There can be no doubt that war crimes are being committed by 
representatives of the Israeli authorities …  
… Israel frequently styles itself as the only democracy in the region. Frankly, the way that 
Israel is conducting itself is in a way that should bring shame to any self-respecting 
democracy … 

 

Naz Shah: … What we have before us in Israel and Palestine is children between the 
ages of nine and 12 experiencing discrimination. … I cannot begin to imagine the trauma 
and the stamp on Palestinian children’s brains and hearts of hatred towards the Israeli 
military as they grow up and face discrimination, as well as the way they are tret [sic] in 
custody. …  
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There are children who are blindfolded and tortured. We have got evidence before us. 
How can my hon. Friends ignore that? How can anyone even present a counter-
argument to it?  … There should be no excuse for taking children aged nine away from 
their homes, detaining them and sending them to prison. That is absolutely 
unacceptable. 

 

col 92WH  Louise Ellman: … Suppose a child was involved in an act of violence that 
resulted in the deaths of other human beings. That is what has happened with young 
Palestinians throwing stones—people have been killed. In those circumstances, surely 
she thinks that there should be detention. …  

 

Naz Shah: … The fact is that the disproportionality of someone throwing a stone or a 
rock and being detained for it is not acceptable.  

 

Ian Austin: Last February, four-year-old Adele Biton died after being critically injured by 
youths in a stone-throwing incident. … 

 

Naz Shah: … the Israeli Government have not provided any evidence of any child 
causing a death, or contributing to a death, using a stone. There is no evidence of that. 
… 

 

col 94WH  Philippa Whitford: … Members have talked about how the context is 
incitement, but there is no requirement to incite the Palestinian children, because they 
are completely surrounded by the issue all the time. We are talking about huge towns 
and housing estates flowing over the hills.  …  
I totally accept the point that … the Israelis must try these children in a military court—
that is a requirement, otherwise they would be seen as annexing the west bank—but … 
There is no requirement for a military court to treat the children badly. … 
col 95WH  … affidavits collected by one charity after another, including B’Tselem, which 
is an Israeli non-governmental organisation, show that these children are being abused, 
threatened and frightened on an industrial scale, with more than two thirds of them being 
made to sign a confession in a language they do not understand. …  
col 96WH  … If these children have committed crimes, they must be arrested and tried. 
The evidence must be brought, but it behoves Israel, even though it is through a military 
system, to ensure that it meets the terms of the UN convention on the rights of the child 
… At the moment we have the terrorisation and intimidation of children, confessions that 
cannot be trusted and children who will turn into the violent terrorists of the future. … 

 

Diana Johnson: … What we should be working towards and what the international 
community should be promoting is co-operation and dialogue between Palestinian and 
Israeli children, to enable a shared and peaceful future. …  

 

col 97WH  Andrew Percy: … This is from a grade 8 Palestinian textbook: “Today’s 
Muslim countries need urgently Jihad and Jihad fighters in order to liberate the robbed 
land and to get rid of the robbing Jews”. 
That is the context of a lot of the violence. Yes, we must hold Israel to account, but we 
must also hold the Palestinians to account for the abuse of children through the school 
system. 

 

Diana Johnson: … Before I go on to deal with some of the specific issues around the 
Israeli response to Palestinian child prisoners, I want to refer to the 2005 assertion from 
Amnesty International: “Palestinian armed groups have repeatedly shown total disregard 
for the most fundamental human rights, notably the right to life, by deliberately targeting 
Israeli civilians and by using Palestinian children in armed attacks. Children are 
susceptible to recruitment by manipulation or may be driven to join armed groups for a 
variety of reasons, including a desire to avenge relatives or friends killed by the Israeli 
army.” …  

 

col 99WH  The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs (Tobias Ellwood): … Israel is a democracy in a very difficult 
neck of the woods. We encourage and support Israel to continue to support the 
democratic  process.  We  are  a  friend  of  Israel and we work with the  United  States to  
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ensure it maintains high standards and the rule of law. That is very important indeed. It is 
very easy when a country is under pressure, as we have found ourselves—Guantanamo 
Bay is an example—to allow standards to slip. So it is important that we are 
constructively critical but supportive of Israel in the challenges that it faces. …  
… human rights, the rule of law, democracy, governance and freedom of speech are 
important matters. Where appropriate and in whichever country I visit, including Israel, 
where I will be going shortly, I will raise those issues. …  
The Government share Members’ concerns about the treatment of children, including 
Palestinian children, who are detained in Israel. Israel has a legal and moral 
responsibility to ensure that international standards are upheld. It is especially abhorrent 
to see child detainees suffering inhumane treatment, whether it is in Israel, the occupied 
territories, or anywhere else in the world. We are pleased that the Israeli Government 
have made progress on improvements, but we are pushing for further implementation of 
the required reforms. …  
col 100WH  It is very sad that individual Palestinians, who are not prompted by an 
intifada but have no faith in their own leadership, are going out, killing Israelis and 
causing mayhem on the streets of Israel in the knowledge that they will be killed. They 
are not scared to die. We are in a very dangerous place, which is why we call on all sides 
to come together and look forward to resolve these matters. …  
… we continue to call for further measures, including the mandatory use of audio-visual 
recording of interrogations, an investigation into continued reports of the use of single-
hand ties and an end to solitary confinement for children. We also challenge Israel’s 
classification of diverse incidents—for example, stone throwing and participating in illegal 
demonstrations—as national, as opposed to criminal, offences. We also said that minors 
should consistently have access to lawyers before interrogation, and that they should 
have the right to have their parents present during their detention or interrogation. …  

 

col 101WH  Sarah Champion: … The point of this debate is that we want children to be 
treated in a fair, just and legal manner, regardless of their race or the crime they 
committed. … 

 

col 102WH  Andy McDonald: Palestinian children have been subjected to such 
treatment for decades. Generation after generation grow up having experienced violence 
and trauma, and they harbour feelings of resentment, persistent anger, hatred and 
mistrust as a result. Does my hon. Friend agree that, unless those gross and offensive 
violations cease, the prospects for peace will continue to diminish? 

 

Sarah Champion: Sadly, I agree. …We should all be driving for a two-state solution. … 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160106/halltext/160106
h0001.htm#16010636000001  
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Relevant Legislation    ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 

Arbitration and Mediation Services (Equality) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html  
 
 

Assisted Dying Bill  
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/assisteddying.html 

 
Charities (Protection and Social Investment) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/charitiesprotectionandsocialinvestment.html  
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Education and Adoption Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/educationandadoption.html  

 
Polling Day (Saturday) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/pollingdaysaturday.html  

 
Scotland Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/scotland.html  

 
Scottish Parliament 

Transplantation (Authorisation of Removal of Organs etc.) Bill 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/89893.aspx 

 
Northern Ireland Assembly 

Addressing Bullying in Schools Bill 
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/legislation/primary-legislation-current-
bills/addressing-bullying-in-schools-bill/  

 
Human Transplantation Bill 
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/legislation/primary-legislation-current-
bills/human-transplantation-bill/ 
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Consultations    ** new or updated today 

** closes today 
Charities (Protection and Social Investment) Bill (closing date 7 January 2016) 
http://www.parliament.uk/business/news/2015/december/have-your-say-on-the-charities-
protection-and-social-investment-bill-/  
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